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It has been recently found that a Y-
type hexaferrite Ba2Mg2Fe12O22 (BMFO)
exhibits a nonlinear magnetoelectric effect
[1,2]. It is proposed that the conical mag-
netic structure at low temperatures is mod-
ified by the application of a weak magnetic
field perpendicular to the cone axis of the
c axis, which produces the electric polar-
ization. However, the magnetic phase di-
agram of BMFO has not been clarified yet.
We performed a neutron diffraction mea-
surement to reveal the magnetic phase di-
agram with the H ‖ b∗ configuration.

Single crystals of BFMO were grown
from Na2O-Fe2O3 flux. Neutron diffraction
measurement was performed with a triple-
axis neutron spectrometer PONTA at JRR-
3. A single crystal was set in a 4He refriger-
ator. A magnetic field was applied parallel
to the b-axis using a 1T electromagnet. The
diffraction profile along (1 0 L) was mea-
sured for various temperatures and mag-
netic fields.

As cooling down the sample down to
10 K in zero magnetic field, clear mag-
netic satellite peaks are observed at L=-3.4
and -1.6, indicating a incommensurate con-
ical phase. Considering the M-H curve,
the cone axis is possibly parallel to the
c-axis. As increasing the magnetic field
along the b-axis to 0.2 T, the peak position
of the magnetic satellites suddenly moves
to L=-4.5. The compound clearly under-
goes incommensurate-commensurate mag-
netic phase transition. A magnetic struc-
ture analysis with using FONDER suggests
that the magnetic moments form a spiral
around the b axis and propagate along the
c axis with a period of two unit layers.
The magnetic structure does not change
at least up to 0.5 T. With decreasing the
magnetic field down to 0 T, the magnetic

structure does not show the incommenrate
alignment but changes to another commen-
surate phase. The period of the magnetic
alignment is six unit layers.

At higher temperatures, we also find the
four-fold magnetic phase for an interme-
diate region between the low-field six-fold
phase and high-field two-fold phase. We
summarize the magnetic phase diagram in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic phase diagram of a Y-type hexa-
ferrite Ba2Mg2Fe12O22 for magnetic fields along the
b-axis.
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